First Day Covers of the Romanov Tercentenary Issue
Maxime J. Citerne
The Romanov Tercentenary issue
[Michel 82-98, Standard 109-125]
remains one of the most celebrated
productions of the imperial era. This
majestic set consists of seventeen
values ranging from 1 kopek
(depicting Peter the Great) up to 5
roubles (bearing a solemn portrait of
Nicholas II).
Mentioned in the catalogues as issued
on 1 January 1913 (a Tuesday) to
match the beginning of the
tercentenary celebrations, the actual
official sale of the Romanov set to the
general public began only the next
day, on Wednesday 2 January 1913
(O.S) [1]. Indeed, 1 January being a
statutory holiday all post offices were
closed to the public and no stamps
were buyable. [2]

Fig. 1: 2 January1913: St Petersburg to Dresden, Germany. Philatelic but genuinely
travelled. The earliest use recorded of any rouble value from the set.

Despite the significance of the event
and, as we will show below, the
delivery of those stamps throughout
the Empire by the end of 1912, few
Romanov First Day covers are
presently known to us. In this article I
will present all those rare birds
recorded (Figs. 1-5), along with the
only two usages in … 1912 (Figs. 6
and 7). All items are currently in the
author´s possession, except Figs. 3
and 4.
Romanov First Day Covers:
2 January 1913
Fig. 1 shows a registered envelope
sent to Dresden in Germany and
posted at the St Petersburg Warsaw
railway station post office on
2 January 1913. It is very much overfranked at 3 roubles and 36 kopeks by
a selection of thirteen of the
seventeen Romanov values; this great
variety suggests that the post offices
in St Petersburg were provided with
an extensive range of the set ready to
be sold on day one.
This envelope bears the earliest
known use of any rouble value from
the Romanov set, beating the record
previously held by two Moscow
acceptance receipts to Belgium, each
one franked with a single one rouble
stamp, both cancelled 4 January 1913
(third day of issue). Note the rare first

Fig. 2: 2 January 1913: St Petersburg to Libava. The only First Day Romanov postal
stationery envelope recorded.

day use of seven other values ranging
from 10 to 70 kopeks (except the 20k,
absent here).

Fig. 2 depicts a 7 kopek Romanov
postal stationery envelope [Michel
U52A, size 145 x 80mm], sent from
St Petersburg to Libava on 2 January
1913. Arrival at the Baltic Sea city
two days later. This is the correct
inland tariff for a single-rate letter
from 2 March 1879 to 20 September
1914.
This envelope, the only First Day
Romanov postal stationery envelope
that I have seen to date, proves
together with the following item that
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the St Petersburg post offices were
initially supplied – in addition to the
adhesives - with postal stationery
envelopes and cards. Actually, the
supply of Romanov postal stationery
to other major cities of the Empire in
late 1912 could have occurred too;
however the absence of surviving
material leaves for the moment this

idea with the status of mere
supposition.
Two other First Day Covers were part
of the collection of Leonard Tann,
who was a very fine connoisseur of
the Romanov stamps and whose
superb specialised “Romanov”
collection was dispersed at auction in
2008 (Figs. 3 and 4).
Fig. 3, courtesy of John D. Myke,
shows a registered 3 kopek Romanov
postal stationery card sent from St
Petersburg to Bavaria, uprated to the
14 kopek rate with two additional
Romanov adhesives. Here again we
do have a First Day departure: 2
January 1913. Correct rate for a
registered card to a foreign
destination from 8 March 1889 to 30
August 1917 (the 4 kopek rate plus
10 kopeks for registration). This
attractive item is the only First Day
Romanov postal stationery card
recorded.

Fig. 3: 2 January 1913: St Petersburg to Rottach bei Kempten in Bavaria, Germany. The
only First Day Romanov postal stationery card recorded. (John D. Myke collection)

The text in German on the reverse
indicates a philatelic mailing but,
more importantly, the sender
confirms 2 January 1913 as the date
of issue to the public of the Romanov
Tercentenary stamps: "I was the first
at the post office to buy the new
stamps; the Jubilee stamps appeared
today...".
Fig. 4, from the Reverend Leonard
Tann sale, shows a postcard franked
with a 3 kopek Romanov adhesive,
sent from St Petersburg (once more!)
to Vindava. Message dated 1 January,
but adhesive cancelled on the 2nd
when the post office re-opened and
the card could be presented at the
counter and, eventually, enter the
mail stream. Correct inland rate for a
card from 20 March 1879 to 14
August 1917.
Now the Romanovs are leaving their
sumptuous St Petersburg palace for
the Russian countryside: Fig. 5 shows
another First Day picture postcard,
this time sent from Chernigov to
Volmar, 2 January 1913. A lady with
the surname Rozhinskaya sends her
New Year greetings; her card is
correctly franked at the 3 kopek rate
with a combination of a 2 kopek
Romanov and a 1 kopek “Arms”
adhesive.

Fig. 4: 2 January 1913: St Petersburg to Vindava. (Cherrystone auction, The Leonard
Tann Collection, December 2008, Lot 5080)

Fig. 5: 2 January 1913: Chernigov to Volmar. A lady´s New Year greetings.
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Return to the Future: usages in
1912
I am pleased to present below two
early usages in 1912.
Fig. 6 is a picture postcard sent from
an unidentifiable travelling post
office to the railway station of
Starozhilovo in the Ryazan
government, bearing two strikes of
the cancelling device “Почтовый
Вагонъ N° (?) ♦ 30.XII.1912”. Once
again, correct rate 3 kopeks for an
inland postcard from 20 March 1879
to 14 August 1917. [3]
The arrival postmark “Старожилово
*** 1.1.13” [4] reminds us that even
if Russian post offices were closed to
the public every 1 January, mail in
transit or dropped into letterboxes
was still taken care of by some postal
staff. [2]
The reason behind the presence of the
1 kopek Romanov strip could be the
shortage of the kopek “Arms” values;
I have to admit that all 1k, 2k and 3k
“Arms” stamps being out of stock at
the same time is rather intriguing, but
why not. The postal official had to
frank that card and, failing the small
“Arms” type values (or wanting to
satisfy someone´s request), was left
with no other choice than to pick into
the freshly arrived stock of the
Romanov stamps … and that before
the official date of their release. An
imperious breach of the rules!
We are ending this travel back in time
with the earliest use of the
tercentenary set. A relatively recent
philatelic discovery, Fig. 7 shows a
3 kopek Romanov adhesive correctly
franking a congratulatory postcard
sent from Tver to St Petersburg on …
24 December (!) 1912. Due to the
nature of the strikes, this item was
sent for certification; the nine days
premature baby now has a clear Dr
Leupold certificate (no pun intended).
This card, together with those
illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, seems to
support the idea that a large number
of post offices throughout the Empire
had been supplied with the Romanov
set as early as December 1912. [5]
Nothing being definitely written in
philately, readers are welcome to
update my “census” with their own
material.

Fig. 6: 30 December 1912: Travelling Post Office (illegible number) to Starozhilovo
station. Three days before public release, and one of only two usages recorded in 1912.

Fig.7: 24 December 1912: Tver to St Petersburg. The earliest usage recorded of any
Romanov stamp, nine days before public release. One of only two usages recorded in
1912.
Notes
[1] All dates are given in the Old Style
(Julian) calendar. From 1 March
1900, one must add 13 days to the
Julian (O.S.) calendar in order to get
the Gregorian calendar match (N.S =
new style). For instance, 2 January
1913 (O.S.) is 15 January 1913
(N.S.).
[2] The post offices remained operational
behind doors on 1 January, and some
staff there would treat incoming or
transiting mail. This includes picking
up the mail dropped into letterboxes
(including on a travelling P.O., for
instance) and deal with it on 1
January.
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[3] Leonard Tann devoted an article to
this item: Three days earlier (in The
Post-Rider, No. 27: pp. 4-5,
November 1990).
[4] Starozhilovo, Ryazan Guberniya,
Pronsk Uezd. Ordinary post station
(pochtovaya stantsiya) opened in
February 1889, upgraded to post &
telegraph office (pochtovotelegrafnoe otdelenie) in December
1905.
[5] Arbitrarily, I have chosen not to
discuss the few loose Romanov
stamps mentioned in the philatelic
literature as bearing postmarks dated
December 1912 (see Antoine
Speeckaert: 35 & 70 kopeks cancelled
in Urga, Mongolia on 21 December
1912). Nothing beats a cover.

